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Our previous post on ATM and EFT Reconciliation: Why the Search for Workable Solution Lulls attempted to
unmask the monster threatening all efforts at providing the financial world with effective system for the electronic
products domain of accounts reconciliation. 

The article identified seven (7) critical challenges stalling global efforts at finding workable solutions to for the
industry. Out of the seven, six (6) are directly or remotely related to the nature of the filing systems adopted by ATM
and EFT products Issuers for their channels activities logs and settlement reports sent to financial institutions. This
was what gave us, at PFS, a hint to begin to suspect the flat filing system as the mystery that needed to be unraveled
before any effort at resolving this compounding pain in the financial world can yield some hope.

FIRST STEP TO DEMYSTIFYING ATM & EFT
PRODUCTS RECONCILIATION
Identify the challenges that the flat filing systems of ATM and EFT products Issuers pose to seamless
reconciliation process. Discover the capability of UReader Solution to eliminate those bottlenecks.
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It is industry knowledge today, that many financial institutions are still practicing manual accounting
methodologies to settle their ATM transaction data. Their processes usually have manual controls,
internal uncontrolled interfaces, substandard information quality exacerbated by increasing volumes,
and systems that are inflexible and don't support reconciliation and reportage needs. All these and other
reasons account for the ATM and EFT fraud outlook for the banks and Other Financial Institutions today.

“As a foremost financial solution provider in Africa, Precise Financial Systems Limited, in our characteristic
barrier-breaking and revolutionary approach to solving financial industry problems in Nigeria, has identified one
of the two root causes of the ATM and EFT reconciliation nightmares that all banks and OFIs globally are currently
grappling with, almost helplessly.” The Chief Technology Officer, Oluseyi Osifalujo said recently.

He explained that “the necessary evil that is behind the challenge of substandard information quality for
reconciliation exacerbated by increasing volumes is the flat filing system adopted for ATM electronic journals (E-
Journals) and a host of other Electronic Funds Transfer channels’ files”.  These flat files record ATM and other
electronic channels’ activities and transactions, including significant hardware and software events.
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To us, the ability to easily access and analyze the flat
files’ data is the first and critical step to any successful
ATM and other electronic channels network
management strategy. It is critical to the rapid
resolution of hardware, software, security, or
transaction issues threatening financial losses, device
availability and customer relationships. 

The Chief Operating Officer of the Reconciliation and
Settlement Division of the company, Bisi Salako, a
Certified Information System Auditor, revealed the
many challenges presented by the flat filing system as
“their unstructured formats of records; lack of sufficient skill
set to access and read the various unstructured flat files by
practitioners; inconsistent pattern of transactions and user
activities captured by various electronic channels vendors;
challenges of identifying and selecting the correct E-Journal
and other flat file types to handle investigation and
reconciliation exercises. Others include difficulties arising
from inconsistencies in ATM and other electronic channels
settlement cycles from various vendors as well as lack of
robustness of the flat filing system features to meet the
expectations of the current trends in file system format.”  

Seyi added that while there have been several self-help
attempts by the financial institutions to resolve the
above challenges of the flat filing system, there had not
really been a comprehensive industry solution
intelligent enough to recognize and read every flat
filing system available in the industry. He said, “when it
became obvious to PFS that the industry was again looking up
to solution providers of PFS’ pedigree to come to the rescue,
our Chief Executive Officer, Dr. Yele Okeremi, summoned the
team to build what he calls UReader (Universal Reader) that
would empower the industry.”

Dr. Yele’s vision of what UReader should do to
empower the global financial industry is: “to enable the
industry save the time and stress for manual and
inefficient reading of flat files; to enable each industry
player own only one relational database for all their E-
Journal and settlement files from all the various
vendors; to enable any user search the flat file records
with the power of an RDBMS proficiency; to enable
users handle dispute resolution at the speed that is 500% 

time saving; to build unimaginable business intelligence
analytics for users and channels performances as well as
historicals with the power of a structured database
system."

Yele also wanted the solution “to give the financial
industry the capabilities to generate and print custom views of
transaction records, Channels, Users, and activity type directly
from the application; to simplify ATM and other channels
troubleshooting; to own a fully scalable system in design and
technology infrastructure with an ideal archival and retrieval
system for all flat files processed on the system.”

Some of the company’s clients currently using the
solution are excited that this is the much-needed succor
to demystify this monstrous agelong challenge to
central banks, commercial banks, insurance companies,
pension industry firms, microfinance banks, finance
houses, and other stakeholders in the financial
industries globally. They were thrilled to find that
UReader could process all file types from MasterCard,
VISA, CIPG, MIGS, VERVE, INTERSWITCH,
PAYARENA, ETRANZACT, NIP, and host of others.

With this announcement, it is our opinion that the
global industry’s first and very critical step to
demystifying the ATM and EFT Products reconciliation
has been taken. A further analysis would reveal that the
solution has the capabilities to enhance financial
institutions capacity to overcome the critical factors that
have lulled the search for workable solution since. For
instance, prospects for maintaining transaction type
parity and enforce the necessary balance control
mechanism are now bright for ATM and EFT
reconciliation. The challenge of easily ensuring single
balance and complete set of reconciliation records from
a pool of multisource settlement reports had been
eliminated in addition to the capability to ensure
uniform transaction details across all the sources by the
innovative features of the new solution.

Precise Financial Systems believes it will continue to
remain committed to making sure that its solutions help
clients to break barriers and change their business status
quo using proven technologies.


